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AUTHOR'S FOREWORD, 2001: Account Books and the "Business" of Archives
Archives are in the authenticity business. We preserve the story of the past, unmediated
by the constructions of inevitably present minded academics. Account books are
records unmediated even by their "authors." Where a letter writer or a diarist, even
one writing on official business, is selective, the account-book keeper is simply
recording transactions. If it involved a debit or credit, in it goes-the price of apples as
well as the price of 50 acres ofprime farmland. While I have encountered many worth-
less account books, which do not justify the space they occupy, others tell stories about
the daily lives of otherwise invisible and unknownfiguresfrom the past. This is the stuff
of social history.
When I wrote this article, my conception of the likely end user for account books was
the graduate student, professor, or local historian who had or could be taught (often by
archivists) the skills necessary to interpret source documents. I have become increas-
ingly aware of the importance of other consumers, our ultimate end users who will
learn about the past, not from formal courses or reading the books of academics, but
from visiting museums and historic sites, surfing the Web or watching documentaries
on PBS or the History Channel. There is a decidedly limited audience for academic
books, but a vast and growing audience for history. Archivists are increasinglyfinding
themselves engaged with the makers of documentary films, museum interpreters, and
docents and architectural preservationists. Archivists are in the authenticity business.
The stories of daily life are sometimes better told in business records than in corre-
spondence or diaries.
I became an archivist in part because primary documents, particularly those artless
documents of record-account books, census schedules, and minutes of meetings-tell
what is to me a better, more direct, and more authentic story than I could find in the
books I studied in graduate school or in most literature. Archivists get to work with the
"fun stuff. " I currently have a volunteer transcribing a Quakerproduced census of the
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African-American population of Philadelphia in 1847 into a database. The format of
the census was to systematically collect forty-six different bits of data. It was an inten-
tionally rationalistic survey instrument, intended only to produce a statistical report
about how many people owned property, how many rented, and how many received
public assistance; what their occupations and rates of pay were; how many children
worked and how many were in school. It was certainly not intended to be read as a
book. But each entry tells a story of a person and how that person fared in life. The
teacher who made $300 per year and lived what appears a middle-class existence in
his own house had one story; his neighbor who made $3.00 per week vending pepper-
pot soup on the street corner and lived in a rented room had another. It is through these
records-census schedules and account books-that we preserve the history of the
lives of ordinary people.
Because of the renewed interest in local and community studies, archivists and manu-
script curators are reassessing the informational value of business and institutional
records. Account books and other business records, originally preserved because of
their association with an individual or the early years of a community, or as documenta-
tion of economic history, are often the most significant surviving records of the early
years of a community. Frequently, they constitute the only non-governmental record of
the lives of many ordinary people. In the early nineteenth century, account books were
kept by farmers, artisans, and laborers, as well as by merchants and manufacturers.
While not as readily intelligible as diaries, letters, newspapers, and other forms of prose
documentation, account books kept by individuals and small businesses may be easily
interpreted once their basic format is understood.
Account books are primarily records of financial obligations. Many persons who
neither wrote letters nor kept diaries had to keep their accounts in a reasonably accurate
and systematic manner. As records of debts payable and receivable, account books
were saved when other paper records were used to light fires or to insulate the attic.
Even after the death of its original creator, an account book was often preserved to
settle the estate.
It is difficult to estimate the percentage of the population that kept account books, butthe number of surviving examples in manuscript collections suggests that such records
were common. Given the prevalence of barter, particularly in the economy of rural
America, it is hard to imagine how any farmer or artisan could have functioned without
a bookkeeping system. Since instructions for bookkeeping were often included in arith-
metic texts, a rudimentary knowledge of accounting methods was within the grasp of
anyone with a common school education or an understanding of simple arithmetic.1
Examples of account books kept by persons who were barely literate attest to the impor-
tance of this form of record keeping.
The following description of bookkeeping as practiced by individuals and small busi-
nesses is based on an examination of about 30 sets of account books used in western
New York and southern Ontario from 1800 to 1850 and of arithmetic textbooks from
the same period. These forms of keeping accounts are typical of those used in eigh-
teenth century America, and they survived well past the 1850s, particularly in rural areas.
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The system recommended to "the generality of Mechanics, Farmers, Retail Merchants,
&c." was single entry bookkeeping. 2 Two books were required: a book of original entry
called a "day book" in which transactions were entered in chronological order, and a
"ledger" in which transactions were entered under individual accounts as debits ("Dr.")
and credits ("Cr."). The terms "waste book," "day book," and "journal" were some-
times used interchangeably. A waste book is simply the rough form of the day book;
"journal" usually refers to the book used in double entry bookkeeping to separate trans-
actions into debits and credits.
The more elaborate method of keeping accounts by double entry is not likely to be
encountered in the records of small businesses and will not be dealt with here.
The following examples of day book and ledger entries are taken from Preston's
Treatise on Bookkeeping (1838):1
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Figure 2
On April 1, 1831, the merchant sells several pieces of furniture to A. B. Johnson. The
entry in the day book is quite specific, giving the number, type, and price of each item
sold. This detail is necessary because "if any dispute happens in trade, this book is
produced as the principal voucher; every transaction recorded in it should be stated
with care and accuracy." 4 The sum of $35.25 is posted to the left (debit) side of Johnson's
account on page 1 of the ledger. Rather than repeat the information already recorded in
the day book, the entire transaction is summarized by the word "sundries." The follow-
ing day, April 2, the merchant purchases $2.81 worth of tea and sugar from T. M. Shapley.
The amount is posted to the right (credit) side of Shapley's account on page 2 of the
ledger. On May 8, 1831, the merchant records a payment in cash in the amount of $2.81
to T. M. Shapley in the day book and posts the amount on the left (debit) side of Shapley's
account. Since the debit and credit sides are equal, the account is settled, and two paral-
lel lines are drawn below it to indicate that it has balanced. The Johnson account re-
mains unbalanced.
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Accounts were started in the ledger on the first available page. When there was no
more room on a page to continue an account, the debit and credit sides were totaled and
the sums posted to a new page. When there were no more available pages in a volume,
a new volume was started. A single account might be carried through several ledgers-
and many years-without being settled or balanced. Since ledger accounts were in no
logical order, there was usually an alphabetical index with page references at the front
or back of the volume.
Bookkeeping instructions usually recommended keeping both a day book and a led-
ger, but in practice the functions of the two books could be combined in a single vol-
ume. In this system transactions were entered directly under specific accounts, thereby
eliminating the day book. This left no chronological record of overall activities, al-
though the entries in each account were usually dated. Since the primary purpose of
single entry bookkeeping was to record indebtedness, a chronological record was not
essential. The form was well suited to farmers and small artisans, and was also used by
some retail merchants.5
The primary purpose of the day book and ledger was to keep track of continuing
financial obligations, money owed or due. A merchant might or might not also record
his cash sales in the day book and ledger, depending on his individual preference or
needs.
Cash books were kept by businesses in which it was important to know the amount of
money on hand at any given time or in partnerships in which it was necessary to keep a
record of the total assets of the firm. The example below comes from Roswell Smith's
Practical and Mental Arithmetic (1845):6
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Figure 3
Cash on hand and cash received are entered on the debit (Dr.) side; cash paid out is
entered on the credit (Cr.) side.Records of cash receipts and expenditures were occasionally kept by individuals who
were careful enough or curious enough to keep track of their personal finances. The
example below comes from the back pages of a ledger book kept by John Anderson, a
farmer from Pompey, New York.7
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1842 an account of money paid out
e. 26 Paid the taxes twelve dollars & ninty one cents $12.91
Jan. 29 Paid walter pease one hundred dollars in cash on note that
he held against the estate $100.00
Feb. 10 Paid (name unclear) two dollars and seventy cents for
dressing coath
Feb. 14 and carding wool $2,70
Feb. 15 Paid thirty five cents too hanible case for donation 35
Feb. 19 Paid fifteen cents for some pie and chease 15
Feb. 20 Paid melia brattle one shilling for cutting a dress for mary 12
March 9 Paid ten shillings for pulling teeth 1.25
March 16 Paid one shilling for waying hay 12
March 16 Paid five cents gatage 5
Figure 4
The account reads somewhat like a diary. Between December 26 and March 16, Ander-
son paid out $112.91 on his estate, but only $4.74 for other cash purchases. The small
number of cash purchases does not mean that Anderson was impoverished, but that he
probably paid for most goods and services by bartering with his neighbors and with the
local merchant rather than by paying cash.
The following examples of single entry bookkeeping are taken from an account book
found in central New York which contains entries dating from 1828 to 1845, with a few
later notations to 1866.8 The book is typical of the early nineteenth century: mottled
pasteboard covers, a leather spine with a label reading "LEGER" (sic), and the pages
ruled for accounts. Inscribed on the inside front cover and the back pages are memo-
randa in the owner's idiosyncratic but serviceable spelling:
"The Dol Mair went to Hors the 14th of the 6th Mo. 1843 the 25th of the
7th Mo went to Hors again"
"To one quart of Alchall 1/4 of gum myrrh and 1/2 ounce of African
caen [cayenne?] or an ounce of the common"
Unfortunately, the owner did not include his name and address on the first page as
recommended by most texts on bookkeeping. Some of the accounts dated 1837 to 1845
refer to people and places in Wayne County, New York.
The first 37 pages, which cover 1828 to 1835, contain ledger entries. The existence
of a corresponding day book, now lost, may be inferred by the page references in the
entries for "SMo 18" (May 18) and "12Mo" (December) and by the fact that sums
rather than details of the transactions appear in the entries.
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P. 6 William Howard
1828 1828
5Mo18 P. 35 0.16.0 12Mo15 32/ 1.12.0
1OMo 0. 3.6 By-Cash in Full 0.15.6
12Mo P. 59 1. 8,0
2. 7.6 2. 7.6
Figure 5
In this case, the ledger is little more than a list of names of persons with whom the
owner of the account book did business. We know that William Howard owed two
pounds, seven shillings and sixpence-about six dollars-and paid his debt in cash, but
without the corresponding day book we do not know what goods or services were sold.
All but four of the earlier accounts were settled in 1834 or 1835 by cash in full or a
"du bil" (due bill); there are no further entries until 1837. Since none of the names that
appear in the earlier accounts are found in the 1837-1845 accounts, it can be assumed
that between 1835 and 1837 the owner of the account book moved to Wayne County,
New York. Although it would not be unusual to find that the account book had passed
into the hands of another person (usually an heir or business partner), in this case the
handwriting remains the same for both sets of entries.
The accounts for 1837 to 1845 are also kept in ledger format, but there is no evidence
of a corresponding day book. Since the information that would normally have been
recorded in the day book is recorded in the ledger entry, these entries provide a much
more detailed picture of the activities of the owner of the account book than the earlier
entries.
P. 39 Joseph Cook Debitor Credit
1837 To 5 bushels Wheat $7.50 1837 By 2 Bushels Buckwheat
at6/ 1.50
By Cash in Full 6.00
1838h 7,509Mo. To 2 Bushels wheat lent 12Mo5 By Butchering hogs 1.00
To I tun of Hay at $7.00 7.00 Wheat 2 Bushels returned
1839
6Mo18 By Shearing sheap 4/ da ysSettled this 4th of 8Mo. 1839 6.00
$7.00
Figure 6
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P. 42 Joseph Cook Debitor
To 112 lbs Pork at 5%
Cash on butchering
Cash in full
4eV
$6.16
0.25
6.41
1.71
$8.12
1837
12Mo6
1838
By butchering hogs
3Mo. By 9 Bushels corn recieved
by Jacob Bonal
3Mol 1 By Bushel barley
Shearing
Settled up to this 20th
of 7 Mo. 1838
0.75
4.50
0.25
2.62
8.12
Li~
04.. .
I i
/1 40;44't
itt)I
II
S
I
I407!
tt74
Account with Joseph Cook, 1837-1838, page 42 of the Wayne County, New
York. account book.
Figure 8
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Account with Joseph Cook.
York. account book.
1837-1838, page 42 of the-Wayne County.New
The first transaction, entered on page 39, is for the sale of five bushels of wheat to
Joseph Cook which he paid for with buckwheat and cash. In a second transaction, also
on page 39, a ton of hay is traded to Cook in exchange for his services in butchering
hogs and shearing sheep. Also included are the loan and return of two bushels of wheat,
price unspecified.
A third set of transactions, entered on page 42, begins on "12th month 6th" (Decem-
ber 6), 1837. The book's owner owes Joseph Cook 75 cents for butchering, and Cook
owes him the value of 112 pounds of pork at 5 1/2 cents a pound, as well as 25 cents in
~I
Figure 9
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cash. Next March (3Mo), Cook is credited for $4.50, this time for wheat delivered to a
third party, Jacob Bonal, and another 25 cents for barley. Later Cook shears sheep for
$2.62 and switches from being a debtor to a creditor. The book's owner settles the
account on July 20 by paying Cook $1.71 in cash.
Cook and the owner of the account book have bartered goods, services, and cash. The
total amount put up on each side is $22.62; a combined total of $45.24 changes hands.
Adding the cost of the borrowed wheat, estimated at $1.50 per bushel, another $3.00 is
added to each side for a grand total of $51.24 exchanged. Of the total amount, only
$7.96 is in cash (about 15%); the remainder is composed of bartered goods and
services.
W. T. Baxter, professor of accounting at the London School of Economics, made an
extensive investigation of eighteenth century American accounts in connection with his
study of business careers of the Hancock family of Massachusetts. This led him to
describe the system illustrated in the Cook account as "bookkeeping barter." This form
of trade survived in America long after its demise in Europe but was ultimately replaced
by "one way flow," in which paper and metallic currency were readily available and
payment in kind was no longer necessary. Under the system of bookkeeping barter, a
merchant could not easily distinguish his customers from his suppliers. The same per-
son who purchased his manufactured goods provided him with commodities for resale
to his suppliers. 9
In bookkeeping barter, foods function as "commodity money." They have an agreed
upon value, usually related to their market price. In the account book discussed above,
wheat has the value of $1.50 per bushel, buckwheat is $0.75, and barley is $0.50. The
price of hay, on the other hand, tended to be seasonal, running from $5.00 per ton in the
early fall to $7.50 per ton in the late winter. Although some of the grain traded in the
Cook account may have been consumed at home, most was probably traded or sold to a
local merchant who shipped it to the flour mills in Rochester, New York.
The earlier accounts, 1828 to 1835, were kept mainly in pounds, shillings, and pence,
with only a few scattered items priced in dollars and cents. In the later accounts, 1837 to
1845, the totals are generally, but not always, in dollars and cents, but the cost per item
is often expressed in shillings and pence. The use of shillings and pence persisted in
some western New York account books through the 1850s, though the system of deci-
mal currency had replaced state currencies in the 1790s. Arithmetic texts published
prior to 1850 often included tables and instructions for converting the various state
currencies to "Federal money" and vice versa.10
Account books kept by single entry are not difficult to identify and understand. How-
ever, it may require a page-by-page examination of each volume to determine how the
book was used and whether it is complete in itself or part of a larger set. A single volume
may have been used by more than one generation of a family, at more than one location,
and for more than one business. Some account books were used to record any signifi-
cant information not entered in the family Bible, as illustrated by the following descrip-
tion of a volume in the Cornell Department of Manuscripts and University Archives:
BADGER FAMILY. Record Book, 1843 1883. 1 vol. Includes legal,
farm, and household accounts; daily weather records; inventory of farm
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property; directions for making medical and household preparations and
treating animal and human diseases.
Painted Post, Steuben County.1
Private account books may also include "public" records. The account book of James
W. Stevens, now in the collections of the Buffalo and Erie County Historical Society, is
a case in point. In addition to Stevens's personal accounts, the book includes his ac-
counts as the county clerk of Genesee County (which at that time included all of New
York west of the Genesee River) from the formation of the county in 1802 until 1810.12
Sets of volumes must be examined to determine the relationship among the different
volumes. If the entries in a volume are in chronological order, it is probably a day book
or a cash book; if the debit and credit columns are totaled periodically or at the foot of
each page, it is probably a cash book. A day book should have a corresponding ledger.
One must check the day book for marks which indicate that the entries were posted to
the ledger: "x" marks, two short parallel lines, or a page reference. One must also check
the day book to determine whether it includes both cash and credit transactions. An
account book that is arranged in ledger format with complete entries, no use of the word"sundries," and no page references to the day book may be complete in itself. However,
since one could refer to the day book by the date of the ledger entries, page references
were not essential and their absence does not exclude the possibility that a day book
may have existed. Occasionally, a single volume will be found with day book entries in
the front half and ledger entries in the back.
Double entry bookkeeping is recognizable by the fact that each transaction is entered
at least twice as equal debit and credit entries and by the use of various "real" accounts
(e.g., property, merchandise) and "imaginary" accounts (e.g., stock, profit and loss,
interest, commission, exchange), while single entry bookkeeping generally uses only
personal (name) and cash accounts. Although it requires some time to learn double
entry bookkeeping, it is not particularly difficult to recognize its forms.While a complete set of account books is most valuable, fragmentary sets or single
volumes may also have considerable research value, depending on format and on the
nature of the business. In cases in which the day book survives but the ledger does not,
it is still possible to reconstruct key accounts with some accuracy. In researching the
activities of a craftsman or the life of a farmer, detail and a chronological approach are
most important, and the absence of a ledger is not critical. In researching the operations
of retail merchants or larger manufacturers, summary information about the total scope
of the enterprise is more important, and the value of the ledger is much greater. The
ledger facilitates research about those with whom the creator of the records did busi-
ness. One might not be particularly interested in the goods sold by merchant Smith, for
example, but one might be interested in the type of goods and services bartered to
merchant Smith by his many customers.' 3
The importance of the ledger without the related day books depends on its content.
Earlier ledgers tend to have detailed entries, often as complete as those in the day book.
However, where the ledger entries are merely summarized, or where the only informa-
tion brought over from the day book is the page number of the original entry and the
sum involved, the ledger constitutes little more than a list of people with whom a
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particular firm or individual did business, and its research value is minimal without
other supporting documentation.
The amount of detail necessary to catalog an account book will vary according to the
repository's needs and resources, but even basic information-name of owner, dates,
location, and type of business-cannot be accepted as accurate until the entire volume
has been checked. Books clearly labeled on the spine or on the front page for one
purpose may have actually been used for quite another. Account books need to be de-
scribed with the same care used for letters or diaries, for a researcher is unlikely to look
through a pile of unidentified volumes.
No record is useful unless it is understandable. While modem financial records re-
quire an understanding of sophisticated accounting methods, most nineteenth century
account books kept by individuals or small businesses can be read by anyone who
studies the simple instructions for single entry bookkeeping found in many contempo-
rary arithmetic texts. It would be helpful for repositories that collect early nineteenth
century records to have such a text available. Arithmetic texts are also useful for ex-
plaining the reduction of currencies and problems of measurement no longer taught in
schools.
Account books document the lives of common people. Of the 50 names represented
in the 1838 to 1845 accounts of the farmer from Wayne County, it is very unlikely that
more than a small fraction are represented by surviving manuscripts. Supporting infor-
mation is more likely to be gathered from public records-census, land and probate
records, tax lists, and poll lists.
In addition to documenting the widespread practice of bookkeeping barter, account
books have considerable information value. From them can be derived biographies and
autobiographies of individuals who were involved in a complex economic and social
relationship. They provide information about the production and sale of farm products
and manufactured goods, the availability and cost of manufactured goods, the rates and
wages of labor, as well as seasonal and yearly price changes. A study of names often
reveals patterns of ethnic and/or religious business relationships. Although account book
entries that detail everyday economic activities are prosaic in form, they often describe
the daily existence of the common people more graphically and fully than do letters,
diaries, or newspapers. When their format and meaning are fully understood, account
books are rich documentary sources.
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